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The Detroit Science Center was a privately funded not-for-profit science museum and activity center 

that hosted approximately 150,000 school-age children every year, most of whom came from metro 

Detroit public schools and received subsidized field trips. The DSC was the only science museum in 

metropolitan Detroit, arguably the leading manufacturing region in the world.  

Due to the recession and its impact on manufacturing and automotive communities in Michigan, 

donations to the DSC dropped significantly. The DSC management looked to alternative funding sources 

and started promoting an exhibit design and build shop. This created a whole new business model that 

did not have the proper accounting and management system to support it.  

Amherst Partners, LLC was originally engaged to assist in refinancing the Detroit Science Center (DSC) 

mortgage and line of credit. Total outstanding bank debt was $6.0 million. Upon initial review, it became 

clear the Company was suffering from significant cash flow shortfalls and would require more assistance 

than simply refinancing the debt. 

Operationally, the Company was running a for-profit exhibit design and build enterprise inside the not-

for-profit museum entity. The design and exhibit division had in recent years undertaken several very 

large projects, and it was unclear to existing executive and operational management whether or not 

these projects were profitable. In addition, internal accounting problems and conventions did not give 

management a clear view of cash flows within the organization. 

Shortly after becoming involved, Amherst was a catalyst leading to a change in upper management. The 

DSC’s use of not-for-profit GAAP accounting was not sufficiently understood by management or the 

Board, hindering their ability to understand operational results, which were far weaker than the 

management led the Board to believe. 



 
Amherst re-cast the Company’s historical financial statements, providing a fresh look at results from a 

managerial perspective, and determined the design and exhibit shop had actually been losing large 

amounts for several years without notice. Further compounding the problem, money donated for 

specific projects was spent to cover the losses in the design and exhibits division.  

The decision was made to immediately shut down the design and exhibit shop, which was liquidated 

over the course of several months. Due to impending significant cash shortages, the rest of the DSC was 

shut down as well to develop a fund raising strategy, implement operational improvements, and 

redesign and implement internal accounting and tracking systems. As you can imagine, shutting down a 

major metropolitan museum was a risky strategy and one that received significant media coverage.  

Operational, accounting and tracking changes were completed in preparation for a re-opening, and the 

center was mothballed until receipt of sufficient fund raising payments could be obtained.  

Amherst continued to develop and evaluate options and work with potential donors, asset buyers, etc. 

to help secure the funding necessary to re-open the doors.  

In the final result, the Detroit Science Center’s loan was sold at an attractive price to a donor of the 

museum who foreclosed on the Company’s assets. . The Detroit Science Center as an entity was 

subsequently dissolved. Sufficient donor funding was developed by the Michigan Science Center to 

purchase the assets from the third party and reopen sustainable operations in December 2012.  

As a result of the turnaround, the Michigan Science Center is now open to the public and supporting 

STEM education in Southeast Michigan. The MSC has no debt and now has an opportunity to establish 

itself as an anchor in the mid-town cultural community.  

 


